Bosch Le2 Jetronic

Jetronic is a trade name of a fuel injection technology for automotive petrol engines developed and marketed by Robert Bosch GmbH from the 1960s onwards. Bosch licensed the concept to many automobile manufacturers. There are several variations of the technology, offering technological development and refinement:

- **Jetronic Le1 (1981-1991)**: Simplified and more modern variant of Jetronic. The ECU was much improved.
- **Jetronic Le2 (1981-1991)**: Simplified and more modern variant of Jetronic. The ECU was much improved.
- **Jetronic Le3 (1981-1991)**: Simplified and more modern variant of Jetronic. The ECU was much improved.

The non-Bosch systems should not be called Jetronic, and the parts are usually incompatible. Le1, Le2, and Le3 are variations of the technology offering technological development and refinement.

Megasquirt uses the MAP sensor instead of the Bosch airflow meter. This is simply a vacuum hose connection. You will have everything else you need from the Jetronic system, except for the air temperature sensor, which is usually in the airflow meter. You simply add that somewhere at the...
physical similarity between l jetronic components and those produced under license by other manufacturers the non bosch systems should not be called l jetronic and the parts are usually incompatible le1 jetronic le2 jetronic le3 jetronic 19811991 this is a simplified and more modern variant of l jetronic the ecu was much, jetronic minitimer bosch ev1 style female fuel injector connector plug pigtail harness set of 8 pcs ev1 style female fuel injector connector connectors come with a 5 long pigtail for hassle free, le jetronic fuel injection sstem 1 fel ank 2 fel pmp 3 fel file 4 fel ail 5 pee compenao 6 compe 7 spak plg 8 injeco 9 cold a injeco 10 idling peed adjmen 11 thole ale conac beake 12 thole befl 13 ai meeing ale 14 inake ai empeae eno 15 rela 16 no applicable 17 coolan empeae eno 18 cold a hemo ime ich 19 diibo 20 ea ai fo, 9 5 5 bosch mono jetronic single point injection the mono jetronic is an electronically controlled system utilizing just one injector positioned above the throttle butterfly valve the throttle body assembly is similar le2 jetronic this is very similar to the le1 systems except the thermo time switch and cold, le injection was used on opel 2 0ls in europe during the early 80s obviously us opel owners never saw it as opel quit importing in 1975 in 1975 opel owners did get the initial older l jetronic, bosch k jetronic fuel injection system pdf nbsp bosch developed an electronic fuel injection system called d jetronic d for druck bosch superseded the d jetronic system with the k jetronic and l jetronic, dethomaso fr l injection le2 jetronic bosch vous trouverez ici tout sur l injection bosch le2 jetronic et lu2 jetronic applique la 205gti, the le le2 lu jetronic system is a development of the earlier bosch l jetronic fuel injection system le is the german designation of the sistema de inyeccion l lh le jetronic, douvrin engine the douvrin family was an all aluminum inline four automobile engine designed in the early 1970s and produced from 1977 to 1996 by compagnie franaise de mcanique a joint venture between psa and renault located in the town of douvrin in northern france this engine is designed by the engineer jean jacques his father of formula 1 engines from renault and ferrari, tuning out my fuel injection on a opel kadett utilizing a gas meter part 1 skip navigation modifying bosch l jetronic fuel injection the black box from hpsi motorsports duration 4 25, alla oleva le2 jetronic soveltuu ohec moottoreihin 1 3 2 0 ja sislt lhes samat johtojen vrit kuin esim irmscherin ruiskussa johtojen vrit saattavat poiketa hieman alla olevasta esimerkist alla viel johtokaavio vritettyn jotta helpottaa hieman selvityst, bosch le jetronic bmw copyright equiptech boschlejetronic thereismuchconfusionabouttheactualtypeofinjectionsystemfittedtomanybmwmotorcarsduringtheperiod1980to, cih engine
bosh fi conversion 03 01 2002 where do you start what do you need converting the opel cih engine to fi bosch l or le jetronic is not quite as daunting as it would seem in the us salvage yards can only be used as a source for the l jetronic system used on 1975 opel models, r02cr e b colq e gu couivo aglase we guq ph ph ecn le logq coucvt loue ee16uj sqgble 10 cugua vqsblsqou ob6lgua couqguoue guq nuq6l bg111cr 1gl logq, many bmw vehicles were equipped with bosch l jetronic from the mid 1970 s until the mid 1980 s from about 1982 bosch le jetronic was widely used to replace the l system and le itself was also phased out from the mid 1980 s bosch motronic was also used from about 1982 and by 1989 was fitted to all models, werkstatthandbuch mono jetronic magnetti marelli fdg6 mono jetronic bosch le2 jetronic division network technical information workshop manual 50 cc bosch mono jetronic manual read download new listing new genuine vw bosch jetronic ecu golf scirocco jetta gasoline fuel injection system mono jetronic bosch technical manual engine code rp, b cavo ser alfa romeo gtv 2 0 i 16v twin spark bosch p 0 261 204 484 1 037 358 493 b, volvo 240 with b21f and bosch k jetronic fuel injection vw golf 18 mono jetronic fuel injection ectrical schema injection l jetronic porsche vw golf k jetronic wiring diagram there are two types of cis k jetronic installed in cabriolets cis basic and because cis is a continuous injection system fuel is built up at the intake valve, despite any physical similarity between l jetronic components and those produced under license by other manufacturers the non bosch systems should not be called l jetronic and the parts are usually incompatible le1 jetronic le2 jetronic le3 jetronic 19811991 this is a simplified and more modern variant of l jetronic the ecu was much, l jetronic system throttle and idle control n throttle opens to allow more air to sucked in to engine n small amount of air bypasses the throttle so the engine gets air and will idle screw on side of throttle adjusts idle speed n auxiliary air valve bypasses more air during warm up to compensate for thicker oil, jetronic is a trade name of a fuel injection technology for automotive petrol engines developed and marketed by robert bosch gmbh from the 1960s onwards bosch licensed the concept to many automobile manufacturers there are several variations of the technology offering technological development and refinement, the bosch le2 jetronic system as used on the efi vk is the same system that was used on porsche mercedes benz bmw cars and motorcycles and grand prix cars front view of the commodore engine bay click to enlarge n the efi vk fuel regulator has bosch part numbers are 0 280 160 234 and 0 280 160 236, bosch l jetronic fuel injection troubleshooting maintenance amp repair introduction i table of contents ii table of contents
introduction diagnosis starter runs engine will not start 1 diagnostic process 2 air intake system diagrams, bosch le2 jetronic system uno turbo specifications applications part numbers and prices for various oem fuel injection components forum rules read the manual to see if your question is answered there before posting, bosch le2 jetronic fuel injection system description warning refer to the beginning of this section before starting any work 1 the bosch le2 jetronic fuel injection system fitted to the 1301 cc turbo ie model is an electronically controlled multi point injection mpi system 2 the fuel injectors are fed at constant, 7 3 c rfrences calculateur bosch 0 261 200 xxx retour rfrences calculateurs bosch 0 261 200 xxx rference bosch modle voiture cylindre anne modle type injection version soft 0 261 200 001 bmw 633csi 3 2 m30 79 82 motronic ml1 1 0, with 0 to 100 km h 62mph in 7 6 seconds a maximum top speed of 131 mph 210 km h a curb weight of 2535 lbs 1150 kgs the 75 1 8 ie turbo has a turbocharged in line 4 cylinder engine petrol motor with the engine code ar06134, the peugeot 505 is a large family car produced by the french manufacturer peugeot from 1979 to 1992 in sochaux france it was also manufactured in various other countries including argentina by sevel from 1981 to 1995 china indonesia and niger the 505 was peugeot s last rear wheel drive car according to the manufacturer 1 351 254 505s were produced between 1978 and 1999 with 1 116 868, california bound vehicles and by 1981 on all u s vehicles the bosch system improved the performance efficiency reliability and quality of engine operations solely responsible for a 23 horsepower increase on the 2 liter engines this system known as bosch l jetronic was popular not only, dethomaso fr is tracked by us since december 2014 over the time it has been ranked as high as 1 520 399 in the world while most of its traffic comes from morocco where it reached as high as 51 328 position, the bosch l jetronic system is used on all u s spec alfa romeo gtv6s milanos and 1982 1989 spiders bmw e12 5 series and various 3 series cars the datsun 280z and 280zx all u s spec fuel injected fiats and lancias the 1984 1989 nissan 300zx the toyota supra mark 1 and many others, documents de reference l injection bosch le2 jetronic the mercedes benz w116 is a series of flagship luxury sedans produced from september 1972 until 1980 the w116 automobiles were the first mercedes benz models to be officially called s class although earlier sedan models had already, b vehicle component applications index d3 alfa romeo 33 ar905 10 87 12 89 ar30588 l jetronic 1 3 2 4 1 7l d35 ar907 16v 01 90 10 94 ar30747 motronic ml 4 1 4 1 7l d35 75 ar162 01 87 02 92 twin spark ar06224 motronic ml 4 1 4 2 0l d35 ar162 02 86 02 92
le is the German designation of the European version of their air flow meter with lu being the designation of the US version i.e. a system incorporating a lambda sensor and lambda
Jetronic revolvy com
May 25th, 2017 - Jetronic is a trade name of a fuel injection technology for automotive petrol engines developed and marketed by Robert Bosch GmbH from the 1960s onwards Bosch licensed the concept to many automobile manufacturers There are several variations of the technology offering technological development and refinement D Jetronic 1967–1976 Analog fuel injection D is from German Druck

Jetronic IPFS
April 9th, 2019 - Despite physical similarity between L Jetronic components and those produced under license by other manufacturers the non Bosch systems should not be called L Jetronic and the parts are usually incompatible LE1 Jetronic LE2 Jetronic LE3 Jetronic 1981–1991 This is a simplified and more modern variant of L Jetronic The ECU was much

INYECCIÓN ELECTRÓNICA L JETRONIC Y LE JETRONIC
April 15th, 2019 - INYECCIÓN L JETRONIC INYECCIÓN ELECTRÓNICA OBJETIVO GENERAL La inyección de gasolina se ha desarrollado con el objetivo de mejorar las prestaciones globales del motor no sólo en términos de potencia específica sino también de conducción elasticidad y reducción tanto de los

Bosch Jetronic LE3 info gti 8v BX Club Forum
March 26th, 2019 - Re Bosch Jetronic LE3 info gti 8v Post by Vanny » Wed Feb 18 2015 4 55 pm An excellent source of information for 80 s era BOSCH engine management is the Bosch Automotive Handbook which covers both system and component level and has specific chapters on LE Jetronic and MoTronic systems in the 5th and 6th editions

Jetronic Academic Dictionaries and Encyclopedias
April 17th, 2019 - Despite physical similarity between L Jetronic components and those produced under license by other manufacturers the non Bosch systems should not be called L Jetronic and the parts are usually incompatible LE1 Jetronic LE2 Jetronic LE3 Jetronic 1981–1991 This is a simplified and more modern variant of L Jetronic The ECU was much

Bosch LE2 LU2 Jetronic Circuit CR4 Discussion Thread
April 14th, 2019 - Wise people I have scoured the internet and a few libraries for a circuit diagram of a Bosch LE2 or LU2 Jetronic ECU circuit diagram without success In this unit the single PCB is surface mount on one side and leaded components on the other including two or three proprietry thick film hybrid modules

VW L Jetronic Fuel Injection Workshop Manual
April 11th, 2019 - Title VW L Jetronic Fuel Injection Workshop Manual Author Robert Bosch Keywords VW L Jetronic Fuel Injection Workshop Manual Created Date 1 23 2006 12 00 00 AM

Megasquirt Support Forum MSEXTRA • Bosch LE2 Jetronic
April 4th, 2019 - Megasquirt uses the manifold absolute pressure MAP instead of the Bosch Air Flow meter This is simply a vacuum hose connection from the manifold to the Megasquirt ECU You will have everything else you need from the L Jetronic except an air temperature sensor that is usually in the Air Flow meter So you simply add that somewhere at the

Jetronic definition of Jetronic and synonyms of Jetronic
April 9th, 2019 - Despite physical similarity between L Jetronic components and those produced under license by other manufacturers the non Bosch systems should not be called L Jetronic and the parts are usually incompatible LE1 Jetronic LE2 Jetronic LE3 Jetronic 1981–1991 This is a simplified and more modern variant of L Jetronic The ECU was much

Bosch Jetronic eBay Motors eBay
April 17th, 2019 - Jetronic Minitimer Bosch EV1 Style Female Fuel Injector Connector Plug Pigtail Harness Set of 8 pcs EV1 Style Female Fuel Injector Connector Connectors come with a 5 long pigtail for hassle free

LE Jetronic Injection Diagram volvoclub org uk
April 7th, 2019 - LE JETRONIC FUEL INJECTION STEM 1 Fel ank 2 Fel pmp 3 Fel file 4 Fel ail 5 Pee compenan 6 Compe 7 Spak plg 8 Injeco 9 Cold a injeco 10 Idling peed adjmen 11 Thole ale conac beake 12 Thole befl 13 Ai meeing ale 14 Inake ai empeae eno 15 Rela 16 No applicable 17 Coolan empeae eno 18 Cold a hemo ime ich 19 Diibo 20 Ea ai fo

Figure 9 65 Injector Source Bosch Media
April 11th, 2019 - 9 5 5 Bosch Mono Jetronic single point injection The Mono Jetronic is an electronically controlled system utilizing just one injector positioned above the throttle butterfly valve The throttle body assembly is similar LE2 Jetronic This is very similar to the LE1 systems except the thermo time switch and cold

Bosch LE LU Jetronic injection Air Flow Meter Cross References Part 2
April 4th, 2019 - LE Injection was used on Opel 2 0Ls in Europe during the early 80s Obviously US Opel owners never saw it as Opel quit importing in 1975 In 1975 Opel owners did get the initial older L Jetronic

Bosch LE Jetronic PD F Document
March 30th, 2019 - Bosch K Jetronic Fuel Injection System Pdf Bosch developed an electronic fuel injection system called D Jetronic D for Druck Bosch superseded the D Jetronic system with the K Jetronic and L Jetronic

Access dethomaso fr L Injection LE2 Jetronic BOSCH Vous
April 3rd, 2019 - dethomaso fr L Injection LE2 Jetronic BOSCH Vous trouverez ici tout sur l injection BOSCH LE2 Jetronic et LU2 Jetronic appliquée à la 205GTi

Capitulo 41 Le Jetronic Download PDF vdocuments site
April 5th, 2019 - The LE LE2 LU Jetronic system is a development of the earlier Bosch L Jetronic fuel injection system LE is the German designation of the Sistema de Inyeccion L LH LE Jetronic

Douvrin engine Revolvy
December 7th, 2018 - Douvrin engine The Douvrin family was an all aluminum inline four automobile engine designed in the early 1970s and produced from 1977 to 1996 by Compagnie Française de Mécanique a joint venture between PSA and Renault located in the town of Douvrin in northern France This engine is designed by the engineer Jean Jacques His father of Formula 1 engines from Renault and Ferrari

Bosch L Jetronic Fuel Injection AFM Adjustment amp Tuning Part 1
April 14th, 2019 - Tuning out my Fuel Injection on a Opel Kadett Utilizing a Gas Meter Part 1 Skip navigation Modifying Bosch L Jetronic Fuel Injection The Black Box from HPSI Motorsports Duration 4 25

LE2 Jetronic Kytentäkaavio Retroautot
April 12th, 2019 - Alla oleva LE2 Jetronic soveltuu OHC moottoreihin 1 3 2 0 ja sisältää lähes samat johtojen värit kuin esim Irmscherin ruiskussa Johtojen värit saatavana poiketa hieman alla olevasta esimerkistä Alla vielä johtokaavio väritetynä jotta helpottaa hieman selvitystä

Bosch LE Jetronic BMW Copyright Equiptech
April 16th, 2019 - Bosch LE Jetronic BMW Copyright Equiptech BoschLEjetronic ThereismuchconfusionabouttheactualtypeofinjectionsystemfittedtomanyBMWmotorcarsduringtheperiod1980to

CIH Engine Bosch F I Conversion kripton org
April 13th, 2019 - CIH Engine Bosch F I Conversion 03 01 2002 Where do you start What do you need Converting the Opel CIH engine to FI Bosch L or LE Jetronic is not quite as daunting as it would seem In the US salvage yards can only be used as a source for the L Jetronic system used on 1975 Opel models

BOSCH L Jetronic Injection Manual Fixed ca
April 9th, 2019 - R02CR e B colq e gu couivo AglASE we guq ph ph ECn le logq coucvtloue eÅe16uJ sqgble 10 cugua vqsblsqou ob6Lguua couguoue guq nuq6L bgL11cr 1gL logq

Bosch LE Jetronic Distributor Ignition System
April 12th, 2019 - Many BMW vehicles were equipped with Bosch L jetronic from the mid 1970s until the mid 1980s. From about 1982, Bosch LE jetronic was widely used to replace the L system and LE itself was also phased out from the mid 1980s. Bosch Motronic was also used from about 1982 and by 1989 was fitted to all models.

Bosch Mono Jetronic Manual bancuicivi files wordpress com

ALFA ROMEO Tecnosport
April 10th, 2019 - B cavo ser ALFA ROMEO GTV 2 0 i 16V Twin Spark BOSCH P 0 261 204 484 1 037 358 493 B

Jetronic Four and five speed diffuser Ford 81SF two
April 15th, 2019 - Volvo 240 with B21F and Bosch K Jetronic fuel injection VW GOLF 18 MONO JETRONIC FUEL INJECTION ECTRICAL SCHEMA INJECTION L JETRONIC PORSCHE VW GOLF K JETRONIC WIRING DIAGRAM There are two types of CIS K Jetronic installed in Cabriolets CIS basic and Because CIS is a continuous injection system fuel is built up at the intake valve

Jetronic Wikis The Full Wiki
April 7th, 2019 - Despite any physical similarity between L Jetronic components and those produced under license by other manufacturers, the non-Bosch systems should not be called L Jetronic and the parts are usually incompatible. LE1 Jetronic LE2 Jetronic LE3 Jetronic 1981–1991 This is a simplified and more modern variant of L Jetronic. The ECU was much

L Jetronic Fuel Injection Systems for BMW E12's
April 9th, 2019 - L Jetronic System Throttle and idle control n Throttle opens to allow more air to sucked in to engine n Small amount of air bypasses the throttle so the engine gets air and will idle Screw on side of throttle adjusts idle speed n Auxiliary air valve bypasses more air during warm up to compensate for thicker oil

Jetronic Wikipedia
April 16th, 2019 - Jetronic is a trade name of a fuel injection technology for automotive petrol engines developed and marketed by Robert Bosch GmbH from the 1960s onwards. Bosch licensed the concept to many automobile manufacturers. There are several variations of the technology offering technological development and refinement

EFI VK 3.3 Holdenpaedia
April 17th, 2019 - The Bosch LE2 Jetronic system as used on the EFI VK is the same system that was used on Porsche Mercedes-Benz BMW Cars and Motorcycles and Grand Prix Cars Front view of the Commodore Engine Bay Click to Enlargen The EFI VK Fuel Regulator has Bosch Part numbers are 0 280 160 234 and 0 280 160 236

Bosch L jetronic Fuel Injection Troubleshooting
April 9th, 2019 - Bosch L jetronic Fuel Injection Troubleshooting Maintenance amp Repair Introduction i Table of Contents ii Table of Contents continued iv Introduction v Introduction continued Diagnosis Starter runs engine will not start 1 Diagnostic process 2 Air Intake System diagrams

Bosch LE2 Jetronic system Uno Turbo Page 2
April 17th, 2019 - Bosch LE2 Jetronic system Uno Turbo Specifications applications part numbers and prices for various OEM fuel injection components Forum rules Read the manual to see if your question is answered there before posting

13•66 Supplement Revisions and information on later models
March 22nd, 2019 - BOSCH LE2 JETRONIC FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM Description Warning Refer to the beginning of this Section before starting any work 1 The Bosch LE2 Jetronic fuel injection system fitted to the 1301 cc Turbo i.e. model is an electronically controlled multi point injection MPI system 2 The fuel injectors are fed at constant
Références composants Références calculateur 0 261 200 xxx
April 16th, 2019 - 7 3 c Références calculateur BOSCH 0 261 200 XXX retour Références calculateurs BOSCH 0 261 200 XXX Référence Bosch Modèle voiture Cylindrée Année modèle Type Injection Version Soft 0 261 200 001 BMW 633CSI 3 2 M30 79 82 Motronic ML1 1 0

Alfa Romeo 75 1 8 IE Turbo Technical Specs Dimensions
April 14th, 2019 - With 0 to 100 km h 62mph in 7 6 seconds a maximum top speed of 131 mph 210 km h a curb weight of 2535 lbs 1150 kgs the 75 1 8 IE Turbo has a turbocharged In line 4 cylinder engine Petrol motor with the engine code AR06134

Peugeot 505 Wikipedia
April 16th, 2019 - The Peugeot 505 is a large family car produced by the French manufacturer Peugeot from 1979 to 1992 in Sochaux France It was also manufactured in various other countries including Argentina by Sevel from 1981 to 1995 China Indonesia and Nigeria The 505 was Peugeot s last rear wheel drive car According to the manufacturer 1 351 254 505s were produced between 1978 and 1999 with 1 116 868

a mirafiore com guide
April 18th, 2019 - California bound vehicles and by 1981 on all U S vehicles the Bosch system improved the performance efficiency reliability and quality of engine operations Solely responsible for a 23 horsepower increase on the 2 liter engines this system known as Bosch L Jetronic was popular not only

Dethomaso fr L Injection LE2 Jetronic BOSCH Vous
April 12th, 2019 - Dethomaso fr is tracked by us since December 2014 Over the time it has been ranked as high as 1 520 399 in the world while most of its traffic comes from Morocco where it reached as high as 51 328 position

L jetronic Fuel Injection Technical Troubleshooting Article
April 17th, 2019 - The Bosch L Jetronic system is used on all U S Spec Alfa Romeo GTV6s Milanos and 1982 1989 Spiders BMW E12 5 series and various 3 series cars The Datsun 280Z and 280ZX All U S spec fuel injected Fiats and Lancias The 1984 1989 Nissan 300ZX The Toyota Supra Mark 1 and many others

DOWNLOAD D JETRONIC GUIDE delawarecurrents org
March 28th, 2019 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE L Injection BOSCH LE2 Jetronic The Mercedes Benz W116 is a series of flagship luxury sedans produced from September 1972 until 1980 The W116 automobiles were the first Mercedes Benz models to be officially called S Class although earlier sedan models had already

VEHICLE COMPONENT APPLICATIONS VAGLinks com
April 17th, 2019 - B VEHICLE COMPONENT APPLICATIONS INDEX D3 ALFA ROMEO 33 AR905 10 87 12 89 AR30588 L Jetronic L 3 2 4 1 7L D35 AR907 16v 01 90 10 94 AR30747 Motronic ML 4 1 4 1 7L D35 75 AR162 01 87 02 92 Twin Spark AR06224 Motronic ML 4 1 4 2 0L D35 AR162 02 86 02 92 AR01911 L Jetronic V6 2 5L D35 AR162 02 87 01 90 AR06124 L Jetronic V6 3 0L D35

BOSCH L Jetronic Injection Manual cardiagnostics be
April 16th, 2019 - R02CR e B colq e gu couivo AgIAs e we guq ph ph ECn le logq coucvtloue eÀe16uJ sqgble 10 cugua vqsb1sou ob6Lguua couqguoue guq nuq6L bgL01cr 1gL logq

SEJARAH PEUGEOT 505 DAN REVIEW NYA BENKEL RESTORASI DAN
April 17th, 2019 - 2 505GTi 505TI dan 505STi automatic Petrol Injection Bosch K Jetronic atau Bosch LE2 Jetronic type model ZEJ ZEJK 1995cc overhead camshaft fuel injection 3 505GRD dan 505 SRD Diesel injection model XD2 2304 cc

Operation LE LE2 LU Jetronic T LE LE2 LU
March 11th, 2019 - The LE LE2 LU Jetronic system is a development of the earlier Bosch L Jetronic fuel injection system LE is the German designation of the European version of their air flow meter with LU being the designation of the US version i e a system incorporating a lambda sensor and lambda
81sf two, jetronic wikis the full wiki, 1 jetronic fuel injection systems for bmw e12s, jetronic wikipedia, efi vk 3 3 holdenpaedia, bosch l jetronic fuel injection troubleshooting, bosch le2 jetronic system uno turbo page 2, 1366 supplement revisions and information on later models, rfrences composants rfrences calculateur 0 261 200 xxx, alfa romeo 75 1 8 ie turbo technical specs dimensions, peugeot 505 wikipedia, a mirafiori com guide, dethomaso fr l injection le2 jetronic bosch vous, 1 jetronic fuel injection technical troubleshooting article, download d jetronic guide delawarecurrents org, vehicle component applications vaglinks com, bosch l jetronic injection manual cardiagnostics be, sejarah peugeot 505 dan review nya bengkel restorasi dan, operation le le2 lu jetronic t le le2 lu